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Thousands and thousands of green acres were part of it, forests were part of it. It drew in and consumedâ€¦
â€¦and gave back the dung from its pens, and the soot from its chimneys, and steel, and saucepans, and all the
tools by which its food was made. And also clothes, and fashions, and ideas, and interesting vices, songs, and
knowledge, and something which, if looked at in the right light, was called civilization. That was what
civilization meant. It meant the city. They are population sinks, and always have been. In the world was 3
percent urban; in , 14 percent urban; in , 50 percent urban. If she moves to town, she can get a job, start a
business, and get education for her children. The move to town is a liberation. A New York Times story in
related that Gandhi idealized villages as the way to return Indians to their precolonial state. Tokyo is the only
surprise in that top-ten list. Fifty years later, in , the leading ten cities had doubled in size, and Shanghai,
Buenos Aires, and Calcutta had joined the list. Fifty years after that, in , the top ten cities had further tripled in
size , but that was the least of their changes. They are working like hell to make that happen, whereas we are
consuming like hell. In Africa â€¦ the supernova-like growth of a few giant cities like Lagos from , in to 10
million today has been matched by the transformation of several dozen small towns and oases like
Ouagadougou, Nouakchott, Douala, Antananarivo and Bamako into cities larger than San Francisco or
Manchester. The oldest universities , in Bologna and Paris, have lasted only 1, years so far. The oldest living
mainstream religions, Hinduism and Judaism, date back about 3, years. But the town of Jericho has been
continuously occupied for 10, years. Its neighbor Jerusalem has been an important city for 5, years, even
though it was conquered or destroyed thirty-six times and endured eleven conversions from one religion to
another. Many cities die or decline to irrelevance, but some thrive for millennia. I suspect that one cause of
their durability is that cities are the most constantly changing of organizations. In Europe they consume 2 to 3
percent per year of their material fabric buildings, roads, and other construction through demolition and
rebuilding. Countries that are highly urbanized have higher incomes, more stable economies, stronger
institutions. They are better able to withstand the volatility of the global economy than those with less
urbanized populations. Instead of just compiling numbers and filtering them through remotely conceived
theories, the researchers hung out in the slums, talking to people. They came back with an unexpected
observation: That growth rate hit a wall in with the world finanical crisis. Growing affluence has brought a
return of the city-state in some places. The independent power of a Singapore or Dubai rivals that of ancient
Athens or fifteenth-century Venice. Cities do the same. Average walking speeds increase. Businesses, public
spaces, nightclubs, and public squares consume more electricity. We need more metropolises. Surplus food
freed people to become specialists. Jane Jacobs upended that supposition in The Economy of Cities Entry was
by retractable ladders. When defense against raids by nomadic Apaches and Navajos became irrelevant after
the conquest by whites, the Pueblos all dispersed into scattered buildings except where high-rise density is
maintained partly for tourists, as at Taos and Acoma. Crucially, if protected from hunters, nearly every bird
and mammal species found in primary forest has also been found in secondary. Why would anyone leave a
brick house in the village with its two mango trees and its view of small hills in the East to come here? The
author of Shantaram , Gregory David Roberts, writes with all of the intensity and journalistic detail of a Victor
Hugo, but from a level of experience that Hugo never had. We sat, we chatted. Lenders have learned that
microfinance credit works best when provided to women instead of men; and women are the more responsible
holders of property deeds. The Challenge of Slums summarizes: However, one out of every four countries in
the developing world has a constitution or national laws that contain impediments to women owning land and
taking mortgages in their own names. For the first time in her life she had got rid of her husband, her in-laws,
her village and their burdens. A few months after she arrived, Shimu, now able to support her children,
mustered the courage to return to her town and file for divorce. In her village none of this would have been
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possible. But she thinks that when she is older she will go back there. She plans to buy a piece of land and
settle there. That bond back to the village appears to be universal. They will be taken there to be buried on
ancestral land when they die. Religious groups have a stronger support role in the slums than most people
realize. As Mike Davis wrote in New Left Review , Populist Islam and Pentecostal Christianity and in
Bombay, the cult of Shivaji occupy a social space analogous to that of early-twentieth-century socialism and
anarchism. Praise be to plastic pipe. All honor the prefab window. Bow down to sheets of old plywood,
stock-model sinks, mass-produced tile. Each home is built that way, and so is the whole community. Prince
Charles has the same opinion. Field researchers in Thailand for the UN report found that All slum households
in Bangkok have a colour television. The average number of TVs per household is 1. Two-thirds of the
households have a CD player, a washing machine, and 1. Half of them have a home telephone, a video player
and a motorcycle. Back in , Janice Perlman interviewed residents in the favelas of Rio. Everyone is working
hard and everyone is moving up. In many cities, the roughest slums are pressed right up against the most
affluent neighborhoods. At the entry level, the informal economy is organized around pittances. On the whole,
dime-a-day for-profit schools are doing a better job of teaching the poorest children than the far more
expensive state schools. For that matter, how did global crime do? Did the rate of urbanization slow down or
speed up? How wrong was I? Infrastructure may be hidden in the formal world, but not in squatter cities. It is
do-it-yourself infrastructure. AES , a global energy company serving the developing world, invited me to a
conference in Buenos Aires in AES, among many other corporations, was inspired by C. Eradicating Poverty
Through Profits Prahalad writes that the poor shop after seven p. Corporations are right to pay attention to
what is now referred to as the BOPâ€”bottom of the pyramid. A large portion of humanity on the loose, trying
new things in new cities, is a lot of potential customers, collaborators, and competitors, and while the income
of the poor is currently small, it is growing fast. And the aggregate numbers are formidable. A book, The Next
Four Billion , declares: That zone is a wilderness inhabited already by large populations worldwide, but
officially denied and rarely described. Today they are afraid of dying in the crossfire between drug dealers and
police or between rival gangs. In his seminal book, The Other Path , he was the first to honor the way the
informal economy works, based on research in the squatter communities of Lima. His theory was that
squatters could break out of poverty if only they could get bankable title to their shacks. Neuwirth wrote in
Shadow Cities: When they know they are secure, they build.
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The hidden toll of American drones in Yemen: A drone struck a car carrying Ali who was returning to Marib
with a relative after dropping his family at a house of relatives. Nearly 70 kilometers from Marib, at 3: But the
campaign has had a hidden cost: There is no comprehensive count of civilian deaths because of the difficulty
of confirming identities and allegiances of those killed. But in an examination of drone strikes this year alone,
The Associated Press found that at least 30 of the dead likely did not belong to al-Qaida. That is around a third
of all those killed in drone strikes so far in The Pentagon does not release its assessment of the death toll, but
an independent database considered one of the most credible in tracking violence in Yemen counted 88 people
â€” militants and non-militants â€” killed by drones this year. The AP count gives a glimpse, even if
incomplete, into how often civilians are mistakenly hit by drone strikes, at a time when the Trump
administration has dramatically ramped up the use of armed drones. It has carried out strikes during its nearly
two years in office, compared to the strikes during the entire eight years of the Obama administration,
according to a count by the AP and the Bureau of Investigative Journalism. The AP based its count on
interviews with witnesses, families, tribal leaders and activists. Most of those killed, 24, were civilians; at least
6 others were fighters in pro-government forces â€” meaning ostensibly on the same side as the U. Immensely
greater destruction has been wreaked by U. In comparison, the toll from U. S drones in Yemen runs in the
hundreds, including both militants and civilians. Several databases are trying to track the deaths, with varying
results. The Bureau for Investigative Journalism counted up to 1, killed by strikes from to , under President
Barack Obama, compared to up to killed in and Counting civilians among those numbers is complicated by
the difficulty in determining who belongs to al-Qaida in a country of multiple warring militias. Al-Qaida has
joined the battle against the Houthis, and many of its fighters are incorporated into militias armed and funded
by the U. The campaign has scored some military successes. But drones have been most effective in forcing
al-Qaida to limit its movements and hide in the mountains, avoid large gatherings and restrict cellphone use.
The group withdrew from areas it controlled in the south but was allowed to keep weapons and money under
secret deals it struck with the United Arab Emirates, a coalition member. Over the years, the cost of the pursuit
of senior leadership has been high. For example, the U. Those deaths came in two raids reportedly targeting
al-Rimi. The first was in in the southern village of al-Majalah. The civilian deaths come in a war conducted
from a vast distance. Drone pilots work remotely at American bases, most often in the U. They have a list of
characteristics, and if a subject on the ground shows a number of them, he could be targeted, a former
participant to the drone program told the AP, speaking on condition of anonymity to discuss the operations.
Mistakes happen from bad intel or misjudging behavior, he said. Rights groups have expressed concern that
some of the intelligence may come from prisoners held in jails run by Emirati-backed militias where torture is
widespread. Some of the strikes from that the AP examined appeared to be mistakes. The slain men had just
returned from mediating a local dispute. In a country where tribal links are powerful and the justice system
nearly non-existent, such mediations are common to resolve conflicts over land or deaths. He was killed along
with a construction worker passing by at the time, according to relatives and three local human rights workers,
who spoke on condition of anonymity for fear of reprisals. Further east, in Hadramawt province, drones
carried out several consecutive days of strikes in March, targeting vehicles on a main highway. Some of the
strikes killed al-Qaida militants, according to rights activists in the area. But others struck down cars carrying
people who had fled to the area from a nearby province, Jawf, to escape fighting. Four days later, another car
was hit, killing six men and boys, including a year-old and an year-old, travelling to a funeral. Saleh al-Wahir,
the brother of one of the dead, was in a car behind them. He lost his legs and an arm and was burned all over
his body. The four others in the car â€” his brother, uncle, cousin and another relative â€” were all killed.
None were connected to al-Qaida, said al-Mandhari, a civil servant. Two other relatives and the three rights
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workers in Bayda confirmed his account. Since the attack, al-Mandhari has spoken to the media and rights
groups, seeking ways to get compensation and an apology from the U. On May 14, two men, Hussein
al-Dayani and Abdullah al-Karbi, were killed when a drone struck their pickup truck in an area of Shabwa
province where al-Qaida is known to have a presence. He said his brother was a fighter in a militia battling the
Houthis. Two weeks later, a year-old, Mahdar Hussein al-Hag, died in a strike while driving his motorcycle in
the same area. The official spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to talk to the press.
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This match, held every four years, nominates athletes to represent the United States at the m World
Championships, due to be held in , in Granada, Spain. With much smaller scoring rings than NRA targets, the
m target can bedevil even the most experienced High Power shooters, especially in tricky wind conditions.
The competition took place in unseasonably mild weather for this time of the year in Georgia. As the
popularity of m shooting is limited in the United States, 21 shooters in total took part in four days of
competition. Despite the light participation, the athletes included some of the best international rifle shooters
in the country. The relaxed and club-like atmosphere belied intense and high-level competition on the firing
line. Electronic targets record all shots as 10, 9, 8, etc. Each whole number score is accompanied by a more
precise score that ranges from An official 10, for example, could be anything from 91 on the edge of the ring ,
all the way to dead center. The more precise score is NOT used officially for score keeping in ISSF
competition, but could be in the future, as already is the case in 50m prone and 10m air rifle. Athletes shot in
three positionsâ€”kneeling, prone, and standing â€” using free rifles, mostly chambered in 6BR. Under ISSF
rules, men fire 40 record shots in each position, while women fire 20 record shots in each position. Each event
is repeated on the second day, and the two-day aggregates determined the winner. The prone and Standard
Rifle events followed in the second half of the competition. The m prone match is shot by both men and
women, using same free rifles as in the 3P events. The Standard Rifle match is another 3-position event,
except contested only among men, using rifles strictly limited in external shape and adjustability. Cooler
temperatures and intermittent rain made conditions trickier to read than during the first two days. Equally
noteworthy is the third place finisher Steve Goff. Civilian shooters mostly shoot the 6mmBR as well, also
preferring Berger bullets. There was one shooter using 6. I doubt that most world-class m shooters concern
themselves too much with these matters. The 6BR is simply good enough. It holds well inside the Ring, is
relatively economical, and offers extremely long barrel life when using mild factory loads. Longer cartridges
such as 6. One of the advantages of 6. But looking back now, the greater recoil and extra cost in brass and
powder are probably not worth it. Handloads â€” Cost Considerations One of the advantages the AMU
shooters enjoyed over the civilians is that the Unit marksmen had an unlimited supply of ammo, and therefore
could shoot as many sighters as they wished. We civilians had to settle with under 10 sighters, in order to
leave enough for the match. Unless you are filthy rich or have someone else paying for the ammo, reloading is
definitely the only way to go. A reloaded round costs under 50 cents a piece.
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Why are Native American women vanishing? AP â€” The searchers rummage through the abandoned trailer,
flipping over a battered couch, unfurling a stained sheet, looking for clues. Not when a loved one is still
missing. The group moves outside into knee-deep weeds, checking out a rusted garbage can, an old washing
machine â€” and a surprise: Since then her older sister, Kimberly, has been looking for her. She has logged
about 40 searches, with family from afar sometimes using Google Earth to guide her around closed roads. But
if I have to, I will. Outside, the group stumbles upon something intriguing: After studying the bones, one
officer breaks the news: There will be no breakthrough today. Tomorrow the searchers head to the mountains.
These are grandma, these are mom. This is an aunt, this is a daughter. This is someone who was loved One
story hits particularly close to home. Their 7-year-old cousin, Monica, disappeared from a reservation school
in Her body was found frozen on a mountain 20 miles away, and no one has ever been arrested. There are
many similar mysteries that follow a pattern: There may be a quick resolution. So why does this happen?
MacDonald offers his own harsh assessment. Department of Justice prosecutes major felonies such as murder,
kidnapping and rape if they happen on tribal lands. Missing person cases on reservations can be especially
tricky. The Bureau of Indian Affairs? They might want to help, but a missing person case without more is not
a crime, so they may not be able to open an investigation. Do I go to one of the county sheriffs? Native
women, she says, have long been considered invisible and disposable in society, and those vulnerabilities
attract predators. Some families start their own investigations. Matthew Lone Bear spent nine months looking
for his older sister, Olivia â€” using drones and four-wheelers, fending off snakes and crisscrossing nearly a
million acres, often on foot. The year-old mother of five had last been seen driving a Chevy Silverado on Oct.
On July 31, volunteers using sonar found the truck with Olivia inside submerged in a lake less than a mile
from her home. What would that mean? It would mean she can come home. Savanna LaFontaine-Greywind,
22, was murdered in while eight months pregnant. Her body was found in a river, wrapped in plastic and duct
tape. A neighbor in Fargo, North Dakota, cut her baby girl from her womb. The child survived and lives with
her father. In a speech on the Senate floor last fall, North Dakota Democrat Heidi Heitkamp told the stories of
four other Native American women from her state whose deaths were unsolved. It would also require the
Department of Justice to develop a protocol to respond to cases of missing and murdered Native Americans
and the federal government to provide an annual report on the numbers. At the end of , Native Americans and
Alaska Natives made up 1. Native women accounted for more than 0. Lawmakers in a handful of states also
are responding. In Montana, a legislative tribal relations committee has proposals for five bills to deal with
missing persons. But Native females comprise only 3. On some reservations, Native American women are
murdered at a rate more than 10 times the national average and more than half of Alaska Native and Native
women have experienced sexual violence at some point, according to the U. A study found more than 80
percent of Native women experience violence in their lifetimes. Yet another federal report on violence against
women included some startling anecdotes from tribal leaders. Canada has been wrestling with this issue for
decades and recently extended a government inquiry that began in into missing and murdered indigenous
women. A report by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police concluded that from to there were 1, indigenous
women murdered or whose missing person cases were unresolved. Lucchesi, the researcher, says she found an
additional to cases in her database work. Despite some high-profile cases in the U. For every Ashley, there are
more. Nearly 40 percent of the residents live in poverty. The down-and-out loiter on corners. With just about
1, residents, many folks are related and secrets have a way of spilling out. They show a fresh-faced, grinning
woman, flashing the peace sign. In one, she gazes into the camera, her long hair blowing in the wind. One of
nine children, including half-siblings, Ashley had lived with her grandmother outside town. Kimberly
remembers her sister as funny and feisty, the keeper of the family photo albums who always carried a camera.
She learned to ride a horse before a bike and liked to whip up breakfasts of biscuits and gravy that could feed
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an army. She was interested in environmental science and was completing her studies at Blackfeet Community
College, with plans to attend the University of Montana. Kimberly says Ashley contacted her asking for
money. Days later, she was gone. At first, her relatives say, tribal police suggested Ashley was old enough to
take off on her own. The Bureau of Indian Affairs investigated, teaming up with reservation police, and
interviewed 55 people and conducted 38 searches. The FBI took over the case in January after a lead steered
investigators off the reservation and into another state. The agency declined comment. Theda New Breast, a
founder of the Native Wellness Institute, has worked with Lucchesi to compile a list of missing and murdered
women in the Blackfoot Confederacy â€” four tribes in the U. Long-forgotten names are added as families
break generations of silence. A few months ago, a woman revealed her grandmother had been killed in the s
by her husband and left in a shallow grave. I think that they find their voice. But if we would feel the full
emotions, there would be people crying in the streets. Nearly 40 years have passed since that December day
when her daughter, Monica, vanished. Wells remembers every terrible moment: He gently placed his palm on
her name etched into a headstone. She still hopes to see the perpetrator caught. Why did you choose my
daughter? Some 20 miles northwest of Browning, the searchers have navigated a rugged road lined with
barren trees scorched from an old forest fire. They have a panoramic view of majestic snowcapped mountains.
They wore T-shirts with an image of Ashley and the words: As drums throbbed, they grasped the edges of a
blue blanket. Kimberly was 8 then; Ashley was just 5. And if she was going to go anywhere, I would find her.
Sharon Cohen, a Chicago-based national writer, can be reached at scohen ap.
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Paul Pioneer Press on Aug 2, at Smoke hangs in the air as emergency personnel work the scene of school
building collapse at Minnehaha Academy in Minneapolis, Minnesota, U. Nine people were injured in the
blast, which occurred about At least one person remained in critical condition Wednesday evening. Carlson
remained missing throughout the day, but his body was recovered from the collapsed center section of the
sprawling school building complex at 8 p. In announcing the discovery at a Wednesday night news
conference, Minneapolis Fire Chief John Fruetel said that crews had suspended further operations at the scene
until Thursday morning. No one else remained missing. Fruetel said the investigation into the cause of the
blast, which was preceded by the announcement of a gas leak, was continuing. Sara Jacobson, executive
director of institutional advancement at the school, said about a dozen students were in the gym and about 35
to 50 people were in the entire building complex on the campus, which overlooks the Mississippi River just
south of the Lake Street-Marshall Avenue Bridge between Minneapolis and St. The nine injured were taken to
Hennepin County Medical Center. By Wednesday evening, five had been discharged. Three were listed in
satisfactory condition. Among the injured in the blast: Minnehaha Academy President Donna Harris, who
returned to the scene hours later, leaning on others for help. Their blast-related injuries ranged from head
trauma and broken bones to cuts and scrapes. We all feared for the worst when we first heard. Every day, the
students would lead announcements and she would help them. Minneapolis records show the city issued a
permit June 7 to Master Mechanical Inc. Teens who had been playing soccer in the field between were
running, screaming, he said. Digging fast, he helped pull the man out and applied a tourniquet to stem his
bleeding. He looked to have bad injuries to his head and legs. Minneapolis police officers Dean Milner and
Vicki Karnik, reached the school within two minutes and found a mound of rubble with flames shooting out.
They were able to dig out one man -- somewhat conscious and appearing in shock -- and heard from two
others that a woman was deeper inside. Then she looked down at the basketball in her hand. I could see what
was written on the board. It was weird," Rhoades said. She saw others stranded on a roof of a connected
building. Firefighters confirmed that three people were rescued from the roof. The damage occurred in a
central, older part of the school building complex, where ninth- through 12th-graders attend. All the cupboard
doors were blown open," she said. She and several other neighbors praised the rapid response of fire and
police crews. Employees of a food-services company were interviewing job candidates at the building
Wednesday, said Alex Buck, the digital media director of Taher Inc. As school workers, students and
neighbors gathered by the tennis courts in the northwest corner of campus, some Taher employees waited with
tears in their eyes to learn the fate of co-workers. Audible relief went through their small group when facilities
manager Don DuBois emerged from a cluster of ambulances, head wrapped in bandages, bloodstains smeared
across his arms and shirt, grinning the grin of the unstoppable. The workers rushed to him and hugged,
holding him tightly. And when he tried to pull away, some refused to let go. The upper campus houses grades ,
while elementary and middle school students are housed at the lower campus a few blocks farther south on
West River Parkway. Students handed out Dilly Bars -- a Carlson favorite -- to anyone who wanted one.
Gottfried contributed to this report.
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